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NOTICE

This report is an internal Forintek Canada Corp. ("Forintek") document, 
for release only by permission of Forintek. This distribution does not 
constitute publication. The report is not to be copied for, or circulated 
to, persons or parties other than those agreed to by Forintek. Also, this 
report is not to be cited, in whole or in part, unless prior permission is 
secured from Forintek.

Neither Forintek, nor its members, nor any other persons acting on its 
behalf, make any warranty, express or implied, or assume any legal 
responsibility or liability for the completeness of any information, 
apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represent that the use of the 
disclosed information would not infringe upon privately owned rights. Any 
reference in this report to any specific commercial product, process or 
service by tradename, trademark, manufacturer or otherwise does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement by Forintek or any of its 
members.
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1.0 OBJECTIVES

(1) To modify wood surfaces using incising and steam pressing.

(2) To evaluate different plywood constructions using densified 
veneers.

2.0 BACKGROUND

A renewed sense of concern with wood quality is emerging among wood 
manufacturers and consumers. The forest resource for the Canadian forest 
products industry is changing from old-growth to second-growth. This new 
evolution is resulting in reduction in log size and changes in the 
characteristics of the raw material. A higher proportion of juvenile wood 
will be processed by the forest industry. Studies have shown that 
compared to mature wood, juvenile wood has a lower density, higher fibril 
angle and shorter fiber length.

Changes in the resource are going to greatly influence the performance of 
glued veneered products. For the development of new performance codes and 
standards, basic data on the properties of veneer from the current forest 
resource from different species is needed. These properties include 
strength, shrinkage, permeability towards air, drying rates, bondability 
and densification. Further, to better process the current forest resource 
into higher valued products, basic information on its properties and the 
effect of new processing technology such as incising and steam press 
drying need to be generated.

3.0 PROPOSED APPROACH

Veneers will be incised and steam-pressed at different platen pressures. 
Different plywood constructions will be made from these densified veneers 
using the most densified veneers as face veneers. Samples will be cut 
from these plywood constructions to determine bond quality and strength 
properties.

4.0 PROGRESS IN 1989-90

Unseasoned poplar and spruce veneer were incised and steam-press dried at 
platen pressures of 25, 100 and 200 psi respectively. Superheated steam 
at 260°C and 40 psi was injected through the top platen and exited out the 
bottom platen. Bending samples (1- x 12-in) were cut from some of these 
veneers and strength and stiffness measurements were made on them using an 
Instron testing machine. The strength and stiffness values of the steam- 
press dried veneers increased greatly with increasing platen pressure.
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Different plywood combinations were made using the steam-press dried 
spruce and poplar veneer. The plywood was prepared with phenol 
formaldehyde glue at 60 pounds per thousand square feet of double 
glueline. These panels were pressed at 150°C and 200 psi. The 3-ply 
spruce plywood combinations were made whereby all 3-plies were made with 
steam-press dried veneer at either 25, 100 or 200 psi platen pressure 
respectively.

Some 7-ply spruce combinations were made with the higher strength 200 psi 
platen pressure steam-press dried spruce veneer as face and back and the 5 
inner plies were made with 25 psi platen pressure steam-press dried spruce 
veneer. The second 7-ply combination was made with all 7 veneers steam- 
press dried at 25 psi.

Using the steam-press dried poplar veneer, 5-ply plywood combinations were 
made up using face and back veneers steam-press dried at 200 psi platen 
pressure and the 3 inner plies steam-press dried at 25 psi platen 
pressure. The second 5-ply poplar plywood combination was made with all 5 
plies steam-press dried at 25 psi platen pressure.

The above two 5-ply poplar plywood combinations were also steam-pressed at 
200 psi and 200°C platen temperature. For the steam-pressing experiments 
the Forintek moisture tolerant adhesive was used and superheated steam at 
260°C and 40 psi was injected through the top and bottom platens. 
Temperature measurements were followed for the steam pressing experiments 
by inserting a copper-constantan thermocouple in the inner glueline.

The results showed the temperature buildup in the inner glueline of the 5- 
ply poplar plywood panels was much faster for steam pressing compared to 
the conventional platen heating. The platen temperature was maintained at 
200°C for both the steam pressing and platen pressing of the plywood. The 
time to reach 115°C in the inner glueline was 1.75 and 2.75 min 
respectively for the steam pressing and the conventional platen pressing 
experiments. The 115°C temperature is considered a minimum temperature to 
obtain good cure of the phenol formaldehyde glue.

Drying rate curves were measured on some unseasoned incised heart and sap 
spruce veneer from the Cantree plywood plant using Forintek's western 
laboratory steam press. These curves helped provide guidelines for 
establishing drying times for a plant 4- x 8-ft prototype veneer steam 
press at Cantree. Information obtained from Forintek's laboratory steam 
press helped facilitate the building of the prototype steam press at 
Cantree.
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